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A few years ago, I was asked to be part of
Fort Worth Opera’s new “Frontiers
Project,” which was created to discover
and nurture new operas—operas that
were in the process of being written and
operas that had been completed but had
not received a professional, staged world
premiere. Part of my job as a judge was to
go through my assigned submissions and
choose the best based on musical and
compositional style, dramatic viability,
libretto construction, and other criteria.
The top operas would receive individual
musical workshops with professional
artists singing through selections of the
various scores accompanied by piano.
Though there is no orchestra or stage
direction, this type of workshop gives the
listener a chance to hear the operas “on
their feet” to better judge quality and consistency.
We began with over 70 operatic submissions and finally narrowed those down to
eight unproduced operas that we felt were
worthy of a workshop performance for a
small invited audience. As a panelist, I
flew down to Fort Worth, attended the
musical workshops, and did my best to
meet all the composers and librettists in
person to discuss their works. This is how
the world premiere of Three Way came to
be in Nashville.

Out of the eight operas workshopped, I
felt Three Way was one of the strongest
contenders. I then had a chance to meet
the composer, Robert Paterson, and I was
convinced. Three Way (which consists of
three short operas dealing with sex, relationships, and love) simply stood out.
Beside the dramatic intensity of the show
and the terrific jazzy music was the fact
that Three Way was a modern opera that

The subject matter covers a wide
assortment of human experience,
but the libretto handles it in a
lighthearted, touching way that
illustrates how awkward (and
humorous) human beings can be
in relating to each other.
was actually funny. One challenge we
seem to be faced with when it comes to
modern operatic compositions is that
almost all their subject matter is extremely
serious. There is nothing wrong with
that; we recently produced Tom Cipullo’s
Glory Denied, which is a brilliant and quite
serious piece about veterans. But I’ve
always wondered, “who is ever going to
write The Barber of Sevilles or Marriage of
Figaros of today?” Obviously comedy and

(The name may be the raciest part!)
jokes are challenging to write well and
incorporate into an opera, but there seems
to be a lack of modern comic operas.
So I am happy to say our audience will
discover Three Way is actually funny.
There are jokes and snappy one-liners, and
the show often feels like opera crossed
with Broadway, and there’s nothing wrong
with that.
The subject matter covers a wide assortment of human experience—love, sex,
romance, loneliness, power, control—but
the libretto handles it in a lighthearted,
touching way that illustrates how awkward
(and humorous) human beings can be in
relating to each other and dealing with
their own neuroses and hang-ups.
Did we mention Three Way is a world
premiere? That’s a pretty special thing for
an opera company. When this work opens
here in Nashville this month, it will be the
first time the show has ever been experienced by an audience. Then, we are very
proud that our original Nashville Opera
production of Three Way will be remounted this summer in June at BAM (Brooklyn
Academy of Music) as a part of our partnership with American Opera Projects.
Be among the first to see Three Way right
here in Music City in TPAC’s Polk
Theater, January 27–29.
JOHN HOOMES

CEO & Artistic Director
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a world premiere trio of comic operas
about craving & connection
Three playful one-acts uncover some very private behavior with
wit, poignance, and sparkling music! Three Way explores love,
sex, power, and need with a clever balance of humor and drama.
Its beguilingly melodic score is every bit as complex as its characters. Sexy, funny, and a little bit naughty, Three Way is a surprising theatrical experience we hope you won’t miss!

THE COMPANION

In the near future, a young career woman named Maya is busy
with her work and has little time for relationships, so she purchases a domestic male companion android for her home. She
gives the android the good old-fashioned, all-American name of
Joe. Joe is strikingly humanoid in appearance. He is programmed for kitchen (so he cooks her meals like a professional
chef), household (so he keeps her apartment immaculate), and
bedroom (you can figure that one out yourself). This android
companion looks and sounds human—almost. But, Maya wants
more. Maya enlists a technician named Dax to install a new
experimental android software update that promises to make Joe
more like a real guy. The results are surprising.

SAFE WORD

A man (a cocky, macho, type-A, businessman) and a woman (a
high-level dominatrix) meet for a pre-arranged session. The man
is The Client and the woman is The Domme. As their meeting
intensifies, the battle between the sexes comes to the forefront as
the two vie for power and control. The session goes to places no
one expected and ends with a Twilight Zone twist!

MASQUERADE

A party is taking place at a country mansion. It’s not a dinner
gathering or holiday celebration: it’s a masquerade, and the hosts
are Jillian and Bruce DeBridge. This evening’s party will include
three other couples: Jessie and Marcus, a younger less-experienced couple; Connie and Larry, an older, more-experienced
couple; and Kyle and Tyler, a more androgynous couple. Tonight
everyone will meet, mingle, and come to terms with their own
deepest fears, longings, and desires with more than a passing nod
to Mozart’s Così fan tutte. (Don’t worry; like Greek drama, most
of the action happens off stage!)

IMPRESSIONS FROM THE WORKSHOPS...
“GRIPPINGLY ENTERTAINING...HELD THE AUDIENCE TRANSFIXED”
SEEN AND HEARD INTERNATIONAL

“AN EFFORTLESSLY FUNNY, CLEVER AND DEEPLY RESONANT OPERA…
AN ENTERTAINING AND MEANINGFUL THEATRICAL EXPERIENCE”
OPERA NEWS

Nashville Opera’s John Hoomes
takes part in a discussion after the
workshop of MASQUERADE at
American Opera Projects in
Brooklyn, May 2016. Featured on
the panel are author and sex
therapist Ian Kerner, THREE WAY
composer Robert Paterson, and
librettist David Cote (here greatly
amusing the others).
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OPERA
MAKERS
Composer Robert Paterson & librettist David Cote talk about THREE WAY

How did the idea of THREE WAY come up?

David: Rob and I had been trying to get the rights to adapt a
novel and were having trouble; we were sort of burned out on the
project. And we were both like, why don’t we come up with an
original idea that we own? What kind of stories do we want to
see in an opera? And somehow the conversation turned to sexuality, role-playing, fetishes…perfectly innocent stuff! Sex is a
pretty interesting topic, but it’s like writing an opera about oxygen. Sex is everywhere, it informs everything we do; it’s a deep
part of who we are. We had to peg the opera to stories with fully
rounded characters. As we talked, I felt a dominatrix and her
client would be a nice theatrical situation—power, costumes, rituals and play-acting—so we started there. Then, since we’re both
science-fiction geeks from way back, we naturally went to:
android lover. And the final frontier was something that has been
around since the Greeks and Romans: orgies. But what about a
comedy of manners at a modern-day swinger party? We weren’t
trying to titillate or shock; we simply wanted to explore situations that were inherently dramatic and brought out
heightened emotions. We suspected that the comedy and
humanity of such situations would be engaging.

Robert: There were also technical considerations. We had a
hunch that we might have an easier time securing workshops for
shorter, one-act operas than a single full-length long opera.
Typically, workshops will present 20-30 minutes of an opera-in-
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progress. The brevity of these one-acts allowed us to reel people
in a little more easily, because they experience more of a fully
fleshed-out story right away and aren’t guessing about the rest of
the opera as much. We figured that our one-act operas could also
be coupled with other one acts, if someone wanted to present
more than one composer and librettist team for an evening.

What has the collaborative process been like?

David: After Rob and I had talked through story elements in
detail, I’d go off and draft a libretto. Rob would read it and get
back with notes. Then I’d do rewrites. I always say: the best composers are great editors. He’s got a flawless ear for character and
plot. If I was showing off with too much verbiage or making a
joke that wouldn’t translate when sung, he’d tell me. And yes, he
was usually right. Rob is an amazing structural thinker, very logical and analytical—besides writing such emotionally resonant,
melodic music—so he notices narrative or conceptual inconsistencies. Creating the rules for our android lover, Joe, in The
Companion, was particularly tricky. Finding our way to the ending
of each act of Three Way was a fun challenge. We had to alternate
twist endings with subtle, believable resolutions. Everything had
to emerge organically out of character and situation. I had to
make sure I wasn’t overwriting, that the music could drive the
opera when it needed it.
I’d love to say that Rob and I would sit around a piano writing
songs like an old Broadway team, but I’d finish the libretto and

Rob would set it—which would then blow my mind when he
played what he wrote. The way he can sculpt beautiful songs
from a lyric that is not written in a traditional song structure!
(Although we have more recognizable musical-theater songs in
Masquerade.)
Other times, Rob would ask me to walk him through the mood
of an aria or duet. And here’s where I must confess: I’m musically illiterate. I can’t read music, play or sing. So all I have is
descriptive language to tell Rob what I feel is happening—theatrically, thematically, emotionally and tonally—in a given section.
“Okay, I think this starts low and rumbly, kind of interior and
moody, then it gets a little brighter, swirling, building, and this
word is really important, and maybe it crescendos here…” that
sort of thing. He soaks it in and then goes off and creates amazing music. He trusts the words, and I trust his brilliant ear for
melody and pacing. I can’t wait for our next collaboration. Three
Way has a lot of sweetness and humor, but I’m telling you: We are
dying to write something darker and tragic.

Robert: Those are some very nice compliments, and you’ll need
to stay with me while I return them. You know, as a composer,
collaborating with a librettist can be potentially extremely difficult, but with Dave, there hasn’t been a single moment where I’ve
been unhappy with our working relationship, and I really mean
that. Working with Dave is fantastic, in the truest sense. I want
to add a few comments to what Dave wrote, however, mostly to
avert his tendency to not give himself enough credit.
First of all, despite him saying that he’s musically illiterate, I
would beg to differ. There’s probably not a human on this planet
that knows more about theater than Dave. He is so intuitive,
knowledgeable, incredibly well informed, and whether he knows
why he writes lines the way he does from a musical standpoint,
they are always spot on. His lines are inherently musical, and
therefore, very easy to set, at least for me. It’s like I hear the
music as I’m reading his lines for the first time, and that doesn’t
always happen.
If there were ever moments where I wasn’t sure of the feel he
was thinking, I would ask him what his mental “temp track” was
when he wrote the lyrics. This is tricky, because you don’t want
to write music that sounds like music he may have listened to, but
I’m a strong enough composer that that never happens, I hope!
Hearing what music was going through his mind was interesting,
because if nothing else it would inform certain general considerations, like meter, tempo, and so on. He sometimes laughs when
I tell him, “Hey, you must have been thinking in three-four time
there (i.e., like a waltz), because the two examples you gave me
were like that, so I’ll use that as a starting point.”
I think what makes our relationship special is that, as he mentioned, we truly trust each other. For example, there was an aria
Safe Word that we wrote for a workshop for the American Opera
Projects Composers & The Voice program, but we ended up
leaving it on the cutting room floor, replacing it with a different
aria, after Dave convinced me that it really needed to go. I actually liked it quite a bit, but as always, Dave was right, and completely trust him. Who knows: maybe that aria will end up as a
bonus aria when we create the Three Way Songbook.

Have there been any fun surprises along the way?

Robert: There was one evening in Fort Worth that was quite
memorable. We were extremely fortunate to have Safe Word
included in the 2014 Fort Worth Opera Frontiers program, and
that’s where I first met John Hoomes. He was in the audience
during the workshop and liked our opera quite a bit.
As we were standing in the lobby talking after a performance
of another opera, John said, “You know, Rob, I really like it, but
I’m just not sure…It might be a little racy for our audience.” All
of the sudden, as if on cue, this little elderly lady quickly walks
over to us, grabs my arm, stares at me with big wide eyes, and
says, “Sonny, that was best darned opera I’ve seen in a long
time! I hope you get that performed. I just loved that dominatrix!” John stood there, shocked, and he said, “Rob, did you
plant her?” Obviously, I didn’t, but I was thrilled. John might disagree, but I’m convinced that moment was the turning point and
was one of the elements that convinced John that maybe
Nashville’s opera audiences are ready for an opera like this one.

David: Getting produced has been the most fun and surprising
thing! It’s hard out there for new opera, especially opera that
dares to be funny or sexy. John took a chance with us and we’re
so grateful. John has been an amazing collaborator, making laserprecise suggestions about the libretto. And like any great director, he seems to know more about these characters than we do.
I’ve been surprised by how relevant these topics continue to be.
We’ve been working on Three Way since 2012, and every other
week we see a news story or hear about a movie or TV show that
deals with fetishes, BDSM, robot companions, post-monogamy
lifestyles: Her, Fifty Shades of Gray, and Ex Machina, as well as
Showtime’s Polyamory. There’s also been a rise in the depiction of
trans people in film, TV, theater and opera. The future of sex is
here, and I’m glad Three Way is here to make it sing!
How does THREE WAY speak to contemporary audiences?

David: Whatever your personal beliefs or lifestyle, I think most
people would agree we live in very interesting sexual times. I’m
fascinated by the notion that sexuality might be evolving. So in
that way the opera is completely contemporary: we deal with
sexbots, BDSM and post-monogamous sexual behavior (while
touching on trans versus cis sexual attitudes). That all might
sound daunting, but Three Way is not a soapbox or academic dissertation; it’s an opera and meant to be fun. In his time, Mozart
was seen as bringing vulgar “lower” elements on stage.
Well, Thr ee Way is our attempt to celebrate our common
humanity by exploring contemporary sex and gender.

Robert: Our goal was to create an opera that will have the audience members thinking as they leave, “I can’t believe I just
experienced an opera about sexbots, a dominatrix and
swingers, and it was actually funny touching, and even moving at times! I can’t wait to tell all my friends about it.”
I would just add that as fun as we tried to make Three Way, we
are well-aware that there are moments that are quite dark, especially in Safe Word, and definitely not funny. These subjects can
be serious, but often, the best way into a serious subject is
through humor.
Continued on page 7
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ARTISTS
THREE WAY

On the cover:
ELIZA BONET*
The Domme in SAFE WORD
Jillian DeBridge in MASQUERADE
From the top:
MATTHEW TREVIÑO
The Client in SAFE WORD
Bruce DeBridge in MASQUERADE
JORDAN RUTTER*
Kyle in MASQUERADE

COURTNEY RUCKMAN*
Jessie in MASQUERADE
2017 Mary Ragland Young Artist

MELISA BONETTI*
Tyler in MASQUERADE
2017 Mary Ragland Young Artist
WES MASON
Dax in THE COMPANION
Larry in MASQUERADE

SAMUEL LEVINE*
Joe in THE COMPANION
Marcus in MASQUERADE

DANIELLE PASTIN
Maya in THE COMPANION
Connie in MASQUERADE
* Nashville Opera debut
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Continued from page 5

What is there for the classic opera fan?

Robert: Operagoers who attend traditional operas like Carmen
and Tosca, or operas by Mozart, enjoy arias they can really sink
their teeth into. So many modern operas are difficult to grasp,
devoid of true arias. Here, we set out to create arias that are
encapsulated, so that you can remember the actual aria, and not
just the moment in the opera.
Furthermore, for opera aficionados, there are all kinds of leitmotifs, hidden meanings, and a few subtle or not so subtle quotes
here and there. In Masquerade, each pair of characters is associated with an instrument or two instruments. Creative types get
into these little details, but hopefully audience members will have
fun figuring them out.

David: Each act of the opera is in a subtle dialogue with a classic
opera from the repertoire. We set out to write an opera very
much from within the opera tradition—foregrounding narrative, character, conflict and there are 12 arias! The music
is rich and full of notational tricks, but it is very chromatic and
melodic, full of witty lyrics and orchestral flourishes, and
designed to engage the ear as much as mind and heart.
The Companion is about Maya (soprano) and her live-in lover Joe
(tenor) a biomorphic android. Joe caters to Maya’s every need,
but she wants more spontaneity, more realism. After tech worker
Dax (baritone) performs an upgrade, Maya regrets the new,

PATRICIA AND RODES HART

Seiler Pianos and
Samick Music Corp.

aggressively masculine Joe. This opera is faintly inspired by Act
I of Offenbach’s Tales of Hoffmann, the “Olympia” episode. Only
here, a woman has fallen for a wind-up man.
Safe Word is about the relationship between a dominatrix
(mezzo) nicknamed Mistress Salome and her prickly businessman client (bass). Here, the music contains musical references to,
yes, the Strauss opera Salome. As you may guess, in this sexy but
dark opera, things take a violent turn. Our dominatrix is in the
tradition of opera “femmes fatales.”
Masquerade takes place at a swinglife party where three couples
and their hosts explore the boundaries of sexual expression. But
this party is different: all the guests must put on masks and robes
and not say their names. The confusion and excitement that
results prompts shyness in some and boldness in others. The
influence here is Mozart’s Così fan tutte, the classic about love, disguises, fickleness, faithfulness and losing yourself to find yourself. (It’s also in the operatic tradition of masked balls, explored
by composers as diverse as Verdi, Nielsen and Johann Strauss II.)
Why is it important for people to see Three Way?

David: We want audiences to have a good time. That doesn’t
mean shallow or trivial. Three Way is comic but also full of
poignant moments, dark and dangerous characters. It’s humans
dealing with messy human stuff. The music is gorgeous, the stories will keep you engaged and, we hope, surprised.
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contemporary operas
& world premieres
One hundred fifty odd years after Il
Barbiere di Siviglia, as conductor all I have
are the notes and rhythms on the page,
what I’ve learned about style from my
mentors, and written accounts of what
the composer intended. It’s up to me to
connect the dots with the singers and

bring these works to life and hope Rossini
would be pleased at what he heard.
On the other hand, an opera by a living
composer is a rare opportunity for collaboration.
Modern composers like to

notate every inflection in the score, so it’s
easy to interpret what they intended.
Reading between the lines is much harder,
and nothing is scarier than having the
composer in the audience.
Some composers are more open than
others: for example, David Lang was at
Nashville Opera’s production
of his opera The Difficulty of
Crossing a Field. Afterwards we
approached him with trepidation. He enjoyed hearing what
we brought to his music, unlike
some of his colleagues who (as
he put it) want exactly what’s in
their heads.
I love exploring tempi
and find composers choose
metronome markings one
notch too fast for clarity. Many
times a note or rhythm feels
wrong, and it’s easy to email
and get a definitive answer.
(Try doing that with Mozart!)
With Tom Cipullo and Glory
Denied, there were many differences in the piano vocal when compared
to the full score.
Cipullo had gone
through several versions of the orchestration and I was able to align the two scores
for him and the cast.

With Carly Simon’s Romulus Hunt,
numerous pages of the full score were
covered over with revisions. Like an
archeological dig, I lifted the glued pages
off. We found the underlying music and
text preferable, and with Simon’s permission we returned to it. By having her
orchestrator Teese Gohl in town for
orchestra readings, we tweaked the
orchestration on the fly. The final product is something we are all proud of and
I feel is closer to what Simon wanted
when she composed the opera in 1992.
For our production of Three Way, we
workshopped part of Act 3 in New York
City with the composer Robert Paterson
and librettist David Cote. During
rehearsals we gave feedback; even the
singers made suggestions. The two men
proved to be most congenial and open to
everyone’s ideas.
While daunting, having the composer
looking over your shoulder is inspiring.
My job is identical with Rossini or
Paterson: create the musical/dramatic arc
with an attention to language so it
becomes a play set to music. We hope
you’ll find Three Way beautiful, amusing,
and entertaining, and we look forward to
bringing this new opera to life in
Nashville.
DEAN WILLIAMSON

Music Director
underwritten by Sue and Earl Swensson
Top: Dean Williamson conducts the Nashville Opera Orchestra in GLORY DENIED in the Noah Liff Opera Center Studio.
Above: After a performance of his opera GLORY DENIED, composer Tom Cipullo, his daughter (with baritone Michael Mayes’ dog),
Rebecca Sjöwall, Emma Grimsley (Older and Young Alyce), and Liff Center architect Earl Swensson visit outside the theater.
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MORE OPERA
JOIN US.
COMPOSER & LIBRETTIST AT OPERA INSIGHTS & TALKBACKS AFTER THE SHOW

Join John Hoomes and our special guests, composer Robert Paterson and librettist David Cote, for a pre-opera talk one hour
before the curtain rises right in the theater. If you prefer to stay after, there will be TALKBACKS with the creative team and
Maestro Williamson. Treat yourself to a cocktail and some scintillating discussion about the opera you’ve just experienced.

CHECK IT OUT: BACKSTAGE TOURS

See the behind-the-curtain workings of a Nashville Opera production on a guided tour backstage 30 minutes before the show.
Space is limited, so please reserve early by emailing Katie Arata at karata@nashvilleopera.org.
METROPOLITAN OPERA AUDITIONS
Knoxville

SAT, JAN 7
SUN, JAN 8

Artists arrive for THREE WAY rehearsals.

FRI, JAN 13

THU, JAN 19

SAT, JAN 21

WNPT films ARTSBREAK at Nashville Opera.
“THE TALK”
DESSERT & DISCUSSION OF THREE WAY
7 p.m., Noah Liff Opera Center

NASHVILLE OPERA GUILD’S

*

LA BELLA NOTTE
MUSIC FOR A LIFETIME

SUN, JAN 22
FRI, JAN 27
SAT, JAN 28

6:30 p.m., Hilton Nashville Downtown
OPERA CLUB
2 p.m., Noah Liff Opera Center

THREE WAY

8 p.m., TPAC Polk Theater

THREE WAY

8 p.m., TPAC Polk Theater

*

SUN, JAN 29

THREE WAY

WED, FEB 1

NASHVILLE OPERA GUILD BOARD MEETING
10 a.m., Noah Liff Opera Center

MON, FEB 6
TUE, FEB 7
MON, FEB 13
WED, MAR 1
SAT, MAR 18

SUN, MAR 26

2 p.m., TPAC Polk Theater

OPERA ON TOUR PREVIEW PERFORMANCE
THE THREE LITTLE PIGS
4:30 p.m., Noah Liff Opera Center

OPERA ON TOUR LAUNCHES
6-week school tour

*

NASHVILLE OPERA GUILD HOSTS
A MASTERCLASS WITH JASON FERRANTE
2;30–5 p.m., Noah Liff Opera Center

*

NASHVILLE OPERA GUILD BOARD MEETING
10 a.m., Noah Liff Opera Center
Artists arrive for CARMEN rehearsals.

IMPRESARIO COUNCIL
Artist Sponsor Dinner & Concert
Richland Country Club

*

*

Reservations at 615.832.5242 or nashvilleopera.org.

“THE TALK”
HOOMES

WILLIAMSON

WATTS

WELLBORN

TREVIÑO

BONET

THURSDAY, JANUARY 19 • 7–8:30 P.M. • THE NOAH LIFF OPERA CENTER

Nashville Opera’s groundbreaking opera THREE WAY deals with human relationships and
sexuality in three fascinating scenarios, and we invite you to dive in with us and TALK about
it at a SPECIAL FREE EVENT, JANUARY 19.
Artists Matt Treviño and Eliza Bonet (The Client and The Domme) will perform two songs
from SAFE WORD accompanied by Maestro Dean Williamson. Afterward, John Hoomes
gets the conversation started with insightful guests Gretchen Watts (MSSW, LCSW, CST,
Jungian psychotherapist and certified sandplay therapist) and James G. Wellborn (PhD
and clinical psychologist). Complimentary wine and desserts. We hope you’ll join us.

RESERVE AT NASHVILLEOPERA.ORG/THETALK
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Bella
NASHVILLE OPERA
GUILD’S SPARKLING
LA BELLA NOTTE
IS JANUARY 21!

THE CO-CHAIRS HAVE ALREADY
BEGUN THE CELEBRATION.
La Bella Notte table hosts were
treated to a party in their honor
October 27 at the home of
Jessica and Johnny Rich, hosted by Helen Brown. Patrons
enjoyed a cocktail supper at
the Pleasant Hill Mansion
December 1, hosted by Janet
and Jonathan Weaver.

1
2

3

At the Table Host Party:
1. La Bella Notte Co-Chair Helen
Brown, Marion Couch, and John
Hoomes. 2. Shelley Page and
Development Manager Claudia
McCauley. 3. June Bogle, Linda
Marler, and Molly Schneider.
4. Hosts Jessica and Johnny Rich.

4

Make your reservations

for LA BELLA NOTTE 2017 and

BID NOW on the Silent Auction!
LABELLANOTTE.ORG
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Photos by J. Neiland Pennington

At the Patron Party:
5. Dan Coen, Jocelynne McCall,
Doris and Dan Hixon. 6. Jim and
Linda Marler with Esther Swink.
7. Bob Beck, winner of the Vince Gill
guitar. 8. 2017 Francis Robinson
Award recipients Andy Valentine
and Nancy Coleman. 9. Melissa
and Rob Beckham, and Stacy
Widelitz. 10. La Bella Notte CoChairs Helen Brown and Janet
Weaver with Patron Party Chair
Melissa Mosteller (center). 11. Patsy
Weigel and Elizabeth Papel.

6
8
5
7

9

10

11
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MOZART,
PIGS & SONG
NOW PRESENTING THE THREE LITTLE PIGS!

February 7 is the greatly anticipated day when Nashville Opera ON
TOUR launches its 6-week tour to Middle Tennessee Schools presenting John Davies’ The Three Little Pigs. This fun, operatic
retelling of the children’s classic uses the music of Mozart to teach
children the importance of teamwork and that with the right book,
any challenge can be overcome! Will the tour visit your child’s
school? Check out the list!

JOIN US FOR A FUN
FREE PUBLIC PERFORMANCE OF
THE THREE LITTLE PIGS
SAT, FEB 11
SAT, FEB 18

SAT, FEB 25

10 a.m.
Williamson Co. Library
11:30 a.m. Williamson Co. Library

2 p.m.

10 a.m.

SAT, MAR 4

2 p.m.

SAT, MAR 11

10 a.m.

SUN, MAR 12

2 p.m.

2 p.m.

Brentwood Library

Country Music Hall of Fame*

Noah Liff Opera Center
with TRIAD, sensory friendly

Casa Azafrán

Parthenon*

Belle Meade Plantation*

* free with admission

POWERED BY
THE MARY RAGLAND
FOUNDATION

JUDY AND NOAH
LIFF FOUNDATION
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Appearing soon at...
Akiva School, Nashville
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville
Barker’s Mill Elementary, Clarksville
Broadview Elementary, Winchester
Burt Elementary, Clarksville
Castle Heights Elementary, Lebanon
Centennial Elementary, Dickson
Cockrill Elementary, Nashville
Discovery School, Murfreesboro
Explore! Community School, Nashville
Fall-Hamilton Advanced Option School, Nashville
Franklin Elementary, Franklin
Giles Homeschool Group, Pulaski
Glendale Elementary, Nashville
Granbery Elementary, Brentwood
Greenbrier Elementary, Greenbrier
Henry C. Maxwell Elementary, Nashville
Julia Green Elementary, Nashville
Kirkpatrick Enhanced Option School, Nashville
Lakeside Park Elementary, Hendersonville
Lockeland Design Center, Nashville
Nashville Classical Charter School, Nashville
New Hope Academy, Franklin
North Lake Elementary, Tullahoma
Northeast Elementary, Cookeville
Oakmont Elementary, Dickson
Reeves-Rogers Elementary, Murfreesboro
Robert F. Woodall Elementary, White House
Rock Creek Elementary, Estill Springs
Sam Houston Elementary, Lebanon
St. Bernard Academy, Nashville
St. Matthew School, Franklin
Stone Elementary, Crossville
Thurman Francis Arts Academy, Smyrna
Una Elementary, Nashville
United Christian Academy, Dickson
University School of Nashville, Nashville
Westmorland Elementary, Westmoreland
White Bluff Elementary, White Bluff
White House Heritage, White House

Is your school next?

Students got to try on some colorful pieces from the Nashville Opera costume shop,
courtesy of Costumer Pam Lisenby, in one of the Opera’s after-school classes at
Haynes Middle School. Nashville actor John Royal leads a class in acting technique.
Dance class is a perennial favorite, led this year by Tosha Pendergrast.

Firing up the next opera fans
INVITING STUDENTS
TO OPERA HQ

When we aren’t touring area schools,
we still continue to engage students
and hope to inspire them with our love
of opera. In fact, Nashville Opera
staff recently welcomed a large fieldtrip from Antioch High School, our
Pencil Partner. Forty-five business and
finance students joined us at the Noah
Liff Opera Center to learn about the
business side of an arts organization
and how we produce professional
opera in our city.
Vanderbilt University also paid
Opera HQ a visit when a group of
grad students from the Urban Studies
and Diversity class stopped by for an
informative session on how arts education is produced, marketed, and sustained in our community.

ENGAGING STUDENTS
AFTER CLASS

During the months of October and
November, Nashville Opera was in
residence at Haynes Middle School in
partnership with the Nashville After
Zone Alliance. Sixth-, seventh- and
eighth-grade students worked with the
best teaching artists in our city as they
learned first-hand how many kinds of
art are necessary to produce an opera.
There was a lot of enthusiasm for all
the classes which included operatic
singing, costumes, acting, stage-combat, and dance.
This April, our friends at Haynes
Middle School will have the opportunity to see all these disciplines come
together at the student dress rehearsal
of our final production of the 2016-17
season, Bizet’s Carmen. This program
not only engages and entertains our

youth, but also provides excellent role
models that can leave a positive
impact, showing that there is opportunity in the arts and a place for everyone.

CAN YOU HELP?

Nashville Opera’s education department has a wish list. If you can make
a donation in any of the following
areas, please call us at 615.832.5242.
• A 15-passenger tour van
(Van rental costs $3,500 a year.)
• $50 pre-paid gas cards for the
tour van
• $100 gift cards for restaurants the
young artists can use for lunches
while on tour (Cracker Barrel,
Panera, Subway, Chipotle, etc.)

ANNA YOUNG

Director of Education and Outreach

NASHVILLEOPERA.ORG
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Sara D. Harper

The grand staircase at the Noah Liff Opera Center
is a central showpiece every day: Business and
finance students from Antioch High School pose
on the spiral after a presentation by Facility and
Events Manager Annmarie Mizzoni and Education
and Outreach Director Anna Young. A bride and
groom climb to their reception.

YOUR SUPPORT MATTERS
As you can see on the previous pages, Nashville Opera and its broad education
and outreach programs are inextricably connected. Mary Ragland Young
Artists will perform more than 70 shows in our 6-week education tour, then go
on to take roles in January’s world premiere and Bizet’s Carmen at TPAC. It’s no
wonder our emerging artist program is one of the most sought-after in the
country and why Nashville Opera attracts the best artists for all our audiences.
Nashville Opera is achieving many of the same artistic milestones as opera
companies working with twice its budget. Our goal is to become a level-2
opera company with a budget of $3.5 M by 2020, putting Nashville’s resources
on par with Austin, Denver, Charlotte, St. Louis, Boston, and Washington, D.C.
We are already planning the 2017-18 season and your show of support now
impacts the future and momentum of Nashville Opera. There are so many
ways you can help:

• Make a first-time gift as a subscriber.
(Ticket prices cover just 1/3 of production costs.)
• Become an Impresario Council member. This giving society comprises
75% of our individual gifts, and there are donor benefits at every
level including special receptions and preferred valet parking at
each show, as well as intimate concerts and dinners with
our mainstage artists.
• Go online and become a monthly, sustaining donor.
• Ensure the future with a gift to the endowment.
• Name the opera studio or the grand staircase. (See above!)
For information, please call Kristin Starling at 615.832.5242.

Mary Ragland Young Artists are forging opera
careers: Melissa Bonetti, above, as Clare in A
WOMAN IN MOROCCO at Kentucky Opera, and
Courtney Ruckman, below, as Gilda in RIGOLETTO
with Pacific Northwest Opera.
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CURTAIN
CALL
MEET FELLOW OPERA
SUBSCRIBERS AND SUPPORTERS
ANNE AND CHARLES ROOS
Professor Emeritus of Physics and Astronomy Charles Roos
came to Vanderbilt from Cal Tech and University of
California, Riverside, in 1959. He was also founder and chairman of the board of National Recovery Technologies. Anne
Roos trained as an architect and served as the first woman
appointed to the Metropolitan Planning Commission, the
beginning of 41 years of service on Metro and community
non-profit boards. The Fannie Mae Dees Park Dragon, the
Athena in Nashville’s Parthenon, “Come Play” on the Peabody
campus, and the Ron and Judi Lederer mural on the
Cumberland Science Museum are among her projects. They
are long-time subscribers and supporters of Nashville Opera.

What was your first opera experience?

Charles: Carmen, at the Old Metropolitan Opera House while
in high school, and it is still my favorite.
Anne: As a 14-year-old, the family returned to Europe on a
troop ship as soon as WWII was over. Our parents took us to
the Paris Opera for the first post-war production, and it was
Beethoven’s Fidelio. We were all crying and that experience had
a profound lifetime effect on me.

Tell us about your pinnacle operatic experience.

Anne: In 1946 and 1947, I lived with grandparents in Prague.
My parents made sure we saw the Czech classic operas,
Smetana’s Libuše and The Bartered Bride. They made a huge
emotional impact and I understood how they captured the
Czech national myths in a powerful way.

How and when were you introduced to Nashville Opera?

[Nashville Opera Founder] Mary Ragland was a friend and we
supported her efforts as often as we could. We felt that the
city where we had chosen to put down roots needed a good
opera company as part of its cultural spectrum.

You saw Nashville’s production of Florencia en el
Amazonas first here and then performed by New York
City Opera last summer. January’s world premiere Three
Way will be remounted at Brooklyn Academy of Music
this June. What would you tell someone who was
traveling to New York for the summer show?

Charles and Anne: We would encourage anyone who could
plan a trip to New York around the Three Way performance to
go. It is such a great experience to see our Nashville Opera
team honored it that way.

What book are you currently reading?

Charles: An Australian house guest just brought us The Age
of Genius, the Seventeenth Century and the Birth of the Modern Mind
by A.C. Grayling. It is a new book by a British professor who
believes that philosophy should take an active, useful role in
society.

What’s your favorite thing about Nashville?

Anne: It has always been a city open to new ideas, that elected
excellent mayors for many years, and where people tend to be
kind to each other, even toward strangers.

What’s one thing people would be surprised to learn
about you?

We have known each other for 78 years!

the lives of three long-time Board members. Besides countless hours of volunteer time and service, they gave generous financial support both to the annual fund and to the capital campaign for the
Noah Liff Opera Center. Their dedication to the Opera and its mission cannot be measured and will never be forgotten.

NASHVILLE OPERA HONORS

DR. JOE ALLEN gave 21 years of service to the Opera, first as a Board member and then as an Advisory Board member.

JEAN ESKIND served as president of the Nashville Opera Guild, as a member of the Nashville Opera Executive Committee,
and subsequently on the Opera’s Advisory Board beginning in 2003.
BOB McNEILLY began his tenure with the Nashville Opera Board in 2002 and then served as an Advisory Board member.
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THREE WAY
The Noah Liff Opera Center
3622 Redmon Street
Nashville, Tennessee 37209

NASHVILLE

OPERA

a slightly naughty trio of comic operas
about craving & connection

JAN 27–29

Reservations nashvilleopera.org
and more 615.832.5242

THE NASHVILLE OPERA GUILD | LA BELLA NOTTE
A BEAUTIFUL NIGHT OF DINING AND SONG
TO BENEFIT

NASHVILLE OPERA

EDUCATION

Music

for a Lifetime

SATURDAY,

THE TWENTY-FIRST OF JANUARY

AT HALF PAST SIX O’CLOCK

HILTON NASHVILLE DOWNTOWN
CO-CHAIRS HELEN BROWN AND JANET WEAVER
BLACK TIE

WORLD PREMIERE
POLK THEATER, TPAC

VALET PARKING

RESERVE

SILENT AUCTION

LABELLANOTTE.ORG
615.832.5242

AT

SILENT AUCTION
BID NOW AT
LABELLANOTTE.ORG

